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ABSTRACT
If the Internet is the next great subje t for Theoreti al Computer S ien e to model and illuminate mathemati ally, then
Game Theory, and Mathemati al E onomi s more generally,
are likely to prove useful tools. In this talk I survey some
opportunities and hallenges in this important frontier.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past fty years, resear hers in Theoreti al Computer S ien e have sought and a hieved a produ tive foundational understanding of the von Neumann omputer and
its software, employing the mathemati al tools of Logi and
Combinatori s. The next half entury appears now mu h
more onfusing (half- enturies tend to look like that in the
beginning). What omputational artifa t will be the obje t
of the next great modeling adventure of our eld? And what
mathemati al tools will be handy in this endeavor?
The Internet has arguably surpassed the von Neumann
omputer as the most omplex omputational artifa t (if
you an all it that) of our time. Of all the formidable
hara teristi s of the Internet (its size and growth, its almost spontaneous emergen e, its open ar hite ture, its unpre edented availability and universality as an information
repository, et .), I believe that the most novel and de ning one is its so io-e onomi omplexity: The Internet is
unique among all omputer systems in that it is built, operated, and used by a multitude of diverse e onomi interests, in varying relationships of ollaboration and ompetition with ea h other. This suggests that the mathemati al tools and insights most appropriate for understanding
the Internet may ome from a fusion of algorithmi ideas
with on epts and te hniques from Mathemati al E onomi s
and Game Theory1 (see [18, 23℄ for two ex ellent intro-

An extended abstra t of this paper appears in the pro eed-

ings of the 2001 ICALP Conferen e.
1 A more radi al point of view would be this: Sin e omputation has moved over the past twenty years de isively loser
to people, interfa es with so ial s ien es su h as Psy hology
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du tions in the respe tive subje ts, and see the web site
www. s.berkeley.edu/ hristos/ s294.html for many additional referen es to work in this interfa e.)2
In this talk I shall review some of the many important
points of onta t between Game Theory and E onomi Theory, Theoreti al CS, and the Internet. In doing so I am ne essarily (and, to an observer, arbitrarily) sele tive, leaving
out important areas su h as ombinatorial au tions [5℄, and
omputational learning in games [9℄.

2. NASH EQUILIBRIUM
Game theory was founded by von Neumann and Morgenstern (in fa t, about the same time von Neumann designed
the EDVAC: : :) as a general theory of rational behavior.
Game theoreti on epts are already familiar to theoretial omputer s ientists: Proving lower bounds is often best
seen as a game between an algorithm designer and an adversary [30℄, while strategi two-person games are important
omplexity paradigms [1℄ and tools in nite model theory
(Ehrenfeu ht-Fraisse), for example. There has been fertile
intera tion in the re ent past between Game Theory and CS
Theory in the ontext of bounded rationality and repeated
games [25℄ as well as learning games [29℄. Game Theory's
sharp but pointedly faithful modeling, twisted leverness,
and often unexpe ted depth make it quite akin to our eld;
but this may also be de eptive, sin e Game Theory is also
hara terized by a ohesive and omplex resear h tradition
and a de antly original point of view and norms that are
often hard to get a ustomed to.
In a game, ea h of n players an hoose among a set of
strategies Si ; i = 1; : : : ; n, and there are fun tions ui ; i =
1; : : : ; n : S1      Sn 7! < whi h assign to ea h su h ombined hoi e a payo for ea h player. The fundamental question of Game Theory is, what onstitutes rational behavior
in su h a situation? The predominant on ept of rationality
here (but my no means the only one) is the Nash equlibrium:
A ombination of strategies x1 2 S1 ; : : : ; xn 2 Sn for whi h
ui (x1 ; : : : ; xi ; : : : ; xn )  ui (x1 ; : : : ; x0i ; : : : ; xn ) for all i and
and So iology, besides E onomi s, have be ome in reasingly
important, and TCS needs to build bridges with the mathemati al vanguards of those elds.
2 But why, one may ask, should we embark on the foundational understanding of something that was not designed |
and seems inherently undesignable? First, when fa ed with
a novel and omplex omputational phenomenon, it seems
to me that our ommunity has no hoi e but to study it.
Se ond, the Internet is being engineered |albeit in a subtle, di use, and indire t way. Foundational insights will be,
with any lu k, noted and appre iated.

x0i

2 Si ; a behavior, that is, from whi h no player has an
in entive to deviate.
The Nash equilibrium on ept is not without its problems. First, a game may not have one; here Nash himself
provided an ingenious way out, by showing that Nash equilibria always exist if the Si 's are onvex sets (the proof makes
use of Kakutani's Theorem, a deep fa t from topology with
ombinatorial origins, a generalization of Brouwer's Fixpoint
Theorem); and a general way of making any set onvex is
to allow distributions ( onvex ombinations) over the set.
Thus, if we allow the xi 's to be randomized (\mixed" in
the eld's terminology) strategies, then a Nash equilibrium
always exists. (In fa t, this generalizes the well-known minmax theorem for zero-sum games, and thus linear programming duality.) Se ond, there are typi ally more than one
Nash equilibrium in a game, and there is no useful way of
hoosing between them |it is a \de larative" on ept ontaining no re ipe for \getting there." This is an obvious
invitation to algorithmi ideas, and some have been tried.
But the most interesting aspe t of the Nash equilibrium
on ept to our ommunity is that it is a most fundamental omputational problem whose omplexity is wide open.
Suppose that n = 2 and S1 ; S2 are nite sets. Is there a
polynomial algorithm for omputing a (mixed) Nash equilibrium in su h a game? Be ause of the guaranteed existen e of a solution, the problem is unlikely to be NP-hard;
in fa t, it belongs to a lass of problems \between" P and
NP, hara terized by relian e on the parity argument for the
existen e proof [24℄. In a di erent dire tion, as we have already pointed out, this problem is a generalization of linear
programming; in fa t, there is an algorithm for it that is
a ombinatorial generalization of the simplex algorithm [2℄
(as a orollary, the solution is always a ve tor of rational
numbers, something that is not true in general for n  3
players).
Together with fa toring, the omplexity of nding a Nash
equilibrium is in my opinion the most important on rete
open question on the boundary of P today.

3.

INTERNET EQUILIBRIA

Internet bandwidth is s ar e; its allo ation to individual
end-to-end ows is a hieved via the TCP/IP ongestion ontrol proto ol: \If the previous bat h of pa kets got through,
then in rease the bat h size by one; if not, de rease it by
half." This ingeniously simple s heme seems to work, and
its users do not seem eager to abandon it for something
more aggressive, but the origins of this apparent su ess
and a quies en e are not well understood. One is justi ed
to wonder: Of whi h game is TCP/IP ongestion ontrol the
Nash equilibrium? [12℄3
If we see Internet ongestion ontrol as a game, we an
be sure that its equilibrium is not a hieved by rational ontemplation, but by intera tion and adaptation in an environment where onditions (and player populations) hange
rapidly (and in whi h hanges in strategy in ur osts). These
onsiderations may lead to more sophisti ated on epts of

3 In re ent work, Kelly [10℄ establishes, by resorting to ODEs
and Lyapunov fun tions, that TCP/IP is the ontrol fun tion that optimizes the sum of user utilities (assumed to be
of the form ar tan( b) where b is the bandwidth allo ated to
the user and a onstant) minus the total number of pa ket
drops.

equilibria that are more appropriate for the ontext of the
Internet; see [8℄ for initial work in this dire tion.
Games as de ned above assume that players annot negotiate with and ompensate ea h other by side payments.
Coalitional game theory [23℄ onsiders a game of n players
as a set of possible 2n 1 oalitions, ea h of whi h, all it S ,
an a hieve a parti ular value v (S ) (the best possible sum of
payo s among players in S , against worst- ase behavior of
players in [n℄ S ). The problem is now how to divide the total payo v ([n℄) among the n players. Many su h notions of
\fairness" have been proposed, defended and riti ized over
the past de ades: The Shapley value, the kernel, the bargaining set, the nu leolus, the von Neumann-Morgenstern
solution, and many others (see [23℄, and [3℄ for a omplexitytheoreti treatment of the subje t). The ore is perhaps the
most intuitive (and akin to the equilibrium on ept); it is
also the most onservative (as a result, games often have
empty ore): A ve tor x 2 <n+ with x[[n℄℄ = v ([n℄) (notation: x[S ℄ = i2S xi ) is in the ore if x[S ℄  v ([S ℄) for all
S . That is, x, onsidered as a proposed splitting of the total
payo v ([n℄) among the n players, is fair a ording to the
ore s hool if no oaltion has an in entive to su ede (be ause
no oalition an make more by itself than it is allo ated in
x).
The Internet seems to me an intriguing theater of oalitional game theory. It is operated (and built) by thousands
of large and small entities (\autonomous systems"), ollaborating with admirable e e tiveness to pro ess and deliver
end-to-end ows originating and terminating in any one of
them, using an opaque proto ol alled BGP [27℄. Consider
the following abstra tion of the situation: We are given a
graph with n nodes (the autonomous systems); an n  n
symmetri traÆ matrix F , where fij is the total traÆ requirements between ustomers of i and ustomers of j ; and
a apa ity i for ea h node (a simpli ation attempting to
apture the apa ity of i's subnetwork to arry traÆ ). If
S is a set of nodes, onsider the subgraph indu ed by S as
a multi ommodity network with node apa ities and ommodity requirements given by the entries of F ; let v (S ) be
the maximum total ow in this network |noti e that this
de nes a oalitional game.
The key problem here is this: Find an optimum solution
in the multi ommodity ow problem for the overall network,
a hieving a ow matrix F 0  F , su h that the orresponding
payo s for the nodes xi = j fij0 are in the ore of the oalitional game v (or abide by one of the other notions of fairness
mentioned above). Here we assume that autonomous system
i's payo in reases with the ow to and from i's ustomers.
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4. THE PRICE OF ANARCHY
There is no entral authority that designs, engineers and
runs the Internet. 4 But what if there were su h master
puppeteer, a benevolant di tator who, for example, mi romanaged its operation, allo ating bandwidth to ows so as
to maximize total satisfa tion? How mu h better would the
Internet run? What is the pri e of anar hy?
This question was posed (and partially answered in the
restri ted ontext of a network onsisting of two nodes and
parallel edges) in [16℄. This is an instan e of a more general
4 Re all David Clark's famous maxim: \We reje t kings,
presidents and voting. We believe in rough onsensus and
running ode."

pattern, of a novel and timely genre of problems: Given a
game-like situation, we seek the ratio between the worst- ase
Nash equilibrium and the optimum sum of payo s. In other
words, if ompetitive analysis reveals the pri e of not knowing the future, and approximability aptures the pri e of
not having exponential resour es, the present analysis seeks
the pri e of un oordinated individual untility-maximizing
de isions |that is to say, the pri e of anar hy. Sin e that
paper there has been progress in this front (not least, in the
present onferen e [19℄), in luding a marvelous result [28℄
stating that, in the ontext of a multi ommodity ow network in whi h message delays in rease with edge ongestion
while ows hoose paths so as to minimize delay, the pri e
of anar hy is two (more pre isely, the arar histi solution is
no worse than the optimum solution with double the bandwidth).
But, of ourse, in today's Internet ows annot hoose
shortest paths. In the Internet, routers dire t traÆ based
on lo al information, users respond to delay patterns by
modifying their traÆ , and network providers throw bandwidth at the resulting hot spots. How does this ompare in
eÆ ien y with an ideal, ab initio optimum design? What is
the pri e of the Internet ar hite ture?

5.

ROUGH MARKETS

As a further example of the possible intera tion between
E onomi Theory and omputational ideas, let me present
an important e onomi model that trans ends games, namely
markets, a fundamental theorem about them, as well as a
re ent result by Deng Xiaotioe and myself. We again have n
agents, ea h of whi h possesses a nonnegative ve tor (its endowment ) ei 2 <k+ of k goods, and a on ave utility fun tion
ui mapping <k+ to <+ : The agents may be all dissatis ed
with their urrent endowments, in that there may be an reallo ation of the same goods that is higher in everybody's
utility (the set of lo al optimal allo ations for whi h su h
overall improvement is impossible are alled the Pareto set
of the market). Bilateral and multi-way ex hanges and bartering may slowly improve the situation in hing towards the
Pareto set, but at onsiderable delay and ommuni ation
ost.
Pri es an be seen as an ingenious and eÆ ient (even in
the CS sense of low ommuni ation omplexity) way for
rea hing the Pareto set. Suppose that there is a per unit
pri e pj for ea h good, a nonnegative real number. The only
rational behavior for ea h agent would then be, to sell her
endowment ei at these pri es, and to buy with the pro eeds
p  ei a new ve tor of goods x^i 2 <k+ that is the \best ve tor
she an a ord," that is, the solution to the following optimization problem: max ui (xi ) su h that p  xi  p  ei . But
what guarantees do we have that there will be enough goods
to ll everybody's \optimum a ordable shopping art?" Or
that no goods will be left on the shelves?
Theorem (Arrow-Debreu, 1953: (Under some te hni al
but reasonable assumptions about the ui 's,) there is always
a pri e ve tor p alled the equilibrium pri es su h that the
market lears, that is, the solutions x^i to the optimization
problems above satisfy ni=1 x^i = ni=1 ei .
The proof uses Brouwer's xpoint theorem. In a situation
mirroring Nash equilibrium, there is no known polynomial
algorithm for omputing equilibrium pri es in an e onomy
(the orresponding problem is in fa t omplete for the parity
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lass mentioned above [24℄), even though there are empirially good algorithms.
E onomists had been aware for half a entury that the
Arrow-Debreu theorem breaks down when the goods are disrete (bridges, days of work, airplanes, et .). The following
re ent result aptures this di use awareness in a omputational ontext, and povides a remedy:
[4℄ If (some of the) the goods are integer-valued,
then a pri e equilibrium may not exist, and it is in fa t
(strongly) NP-hard to tell if a pri e equilibrium exists (weakly
NP-hard even when n = 3), even when the utilities are
linear. However, (under some te hni al but reasonable assumptions about the ui 's,) there is a fully polynomial-time
approximation s heme that omputes a pri e equilibrium
that is -approximate in expe tation (de nition omitted) if
the number of goods is xed.

Theorem:

The se ond (approximation) part uses randomized rounding [26℄.

6. MECHANISM DESIGN
If Game Theory strives to understand rational behavior in
ompetitive situations, the s ope of Me hanism Design (an
important and elegant resear h tradition, very extensive in
both s ope and a omplishment, and one that ould alternatively be alled \inverse game theory") is even grander:
Given desired goals (su h as to maximize a so iety's total
welfare), design a game (strategy sets and payo s) in su h a
lever way that individual players, motivated solely by selfinterest, end up a hieving the designer's goals. There have
been re ently interesting intera tions between this fas inating area and Theoreti al CS, see e.g. [22, 7℄, and further
opportunities abound. This area is too sophisti ated and
developed for a brief tutorial to be meaningful (see [18℄ for
an ex ellent hapter, and [21℄ for a TCS-friendly introdu tion). Instead, I shall brie y develop an argument for its
importan e.
The omplex so io-e onomi ontext of the Internet an
have a deep in uen e on the design pro ess in CS, and the
resear h agenda of Theoreti al CS. Traditionally, the \goodness" or \ tness" of a omputational artifa t (a new ompiler, say) ould be aptured by its time and spa e performan e, as well as its reliability, usability, et . Su h attributes were a fair approximation to the artifa t's \ tness"
(its han es for su ess), and theoreti ians strived to develop methodologies for predi ting and optimizing these attributes.
In the ontext of the Internet, su h attributes only tell
a small part of the story. If an artifa t (a new ongestion
ontrol proto ol, a new a hing s heme, a new routing algorithm, et .) is demonstrated to have superior perfoman e,
this does not ne essarily mean that it will be su essful. For
the artifa t to be \ t," there must exist a path leading from
the present situation to its prevalan e.5 This path must be
paved with in entives that will motivate all kinds of diverse
agents to adopt it, implement it, use it, interfa e with it,
or just tolerate it. In the absen e of su h a path, the most
5 This is not unlike biologi al systems, where it is known
that su essful genes and traits are the ones for whi h there
is a ontinuously tness-in reasing path leading from the
urrent phenotype and genotype to the target ones. See [20℄
for a fas inating interplay between between Game Theory
and Biology.

lever, fast, and reliable pie e of software may stay just that.
All design problems are now me hanism design problems.

7.

THE ECONOMICS OF PRIVACY, CLUSTERING, AND THE WEB GRAPH

There is no end to the list of omputational matters for
whi h the e onomi viewpoint leads to interesting insights,
as well as novel algorithmi problems. I brie y dis uss here
three more examples from my re ent work.
Priva y is arguably the most urgent on ern and mission
of Computer S ien e, and yet there is very little foundational work about it. In a re ent paper [14℄ we argue that it
has an important e onomi aspe t: The problem with priva y is that de isions about the use of personal information
are made by entities other than the person involved (su h
anomalies, alled externalities, are known in E onomi s to
be the root of most evil); to put it otherwise, personal information is intelle tual property that bears negative royalty.
Coalitional game theory is an interesting modeling tool here
as well, sin e it an help determine the fair royalty due to
the individual for any use of his or her private information.
In [14℄ we study ertain stylized versions of ommon situations (su h as marketing surveys and ollaboratie ltering)
in whi h personal information is used, and the interesting
algorithmi problems involved in omputing fair royalties.
Clustering is one of the most pra ti ally important yet
foundationally underdeveloped areas of CS (despite the steady
stream of lever algorithmi ideas for approximately solving
optimum lustering problems). There are far too many riteria for the \goodness" of a lustering (min-sum or minmax luster diameter, min-sum or min-max distan e from
the enter (whi h is either for ed to be one of the original
points or is not), or novel spe tral parameters, to name only
the ones most popular at STOC) and far too little guidan e about hoosing among them. In [15℄ we point out that
e onomi onsiderations are ru ial for understanding the issues here as well. For the purpose of lustering is to improve
de ision-making by allowing di erent segments of a spa e or
population to be treated di erently. The riterion for hoosing the best lustering s heme annot be determined unless
the de ision-making framework that drives it is made expli it. In [15℄ we show that this point of view gives rise to
a host of novel optimization problems, alled segmentation
problems.
Consider the following hypotheti al situation: A monopolist knows the demand urve of ea h of its ustomers: If the
pri e is x, the ith ustomer will buy a quantity y = bi ai  x.
The monopolist wants to luster its ustomers into k segments, with a di erent pri e to ea h segment, in order to
maximize revenue. How should this lustering be done?
Whi h one of the two dozen or so riteria in the theoretial and experimental literature should be adapted here, and
whi h approximation algorithm or heuristi should be used?
Theorem: The lustering that maximizes revenue subdivides the ustomers into segments of onse utive values of
ai . Thus, the optimum an be omputed in O(n2 ) by dybi
nami programming.
The most attra tive feature of the lustering algorithm
suggested by this result is not that it is eÆ ient, or that it
nds the exa t optimum. It is that it optimizes the right
thing.

The Web Graph. It has been established re ently [13,
11℄ that the world-wide web an be usefully onsidered as
a dire ted graph with the do uments as nodes and the hyperlinks as edges. Intuitively, the web is a huge \random"
graph |ex ept that it seems to violate every single predi tion of the lassi al random graph models, su h as Gn;p , so
familiar to our ommunity. For example, its indegrees and
outdegrees of the nodes are distributed by a polynomialtailed distribution (the x-th largest indegree or outdegree
is about  x for positive onstants and ) instead of
the sharp Gaussian predi ted by the law of large numbers,
its giant strongly onne ted omponent overs about 40%
of the nodes (instead of 0% or 100%), there are s ores of
K3;3 subgraphs (instead of none), et . Re ently, there have
been interesting e orts to model the web graph (see, for example, [17℄ for some of the latest). Despite mu h interest,
we know of no model that predi ts and explains to a satisfa tory degree these and other features of the web graph,
starting from primitive and redible assumptions about the
world-wide web.
Heavy-tailed distributions were rst observed in E onomi s:
City populations are known to behave this way (the population of the x-th largest ity of any ountry is eerily lose
to =x, with depending on the ountry), but also market
shares (the market share of the xth largest manufa turer
in any se tor is often distributed as  x ), as well as inome distributions. Is it possible that the puzzling stru ture
of the web graph has its origins in e onomi phenomena of
this kind? This is not as implausible as it may seem at rst:
A do ument's indegree is determined by how interesting the
do ument is, and interest is intuitively analogous to market
share (and as mu h determined by er e ompetition: : :),
while outdegree depends on the entity's attention, whi h
seems to me not entirely unlike in ome. With several students at Berkeley we are running experiments to determine
the explanatory power of su h onsiderations.
Last, heavy-tailed distributions are also observed beyond
the world-wide web, in the Internet: The degrees of the
routers and the autonomous systems are also heavy-tail distributed [6℄. It would be interesting to expore if this an be
the result of some rough lo al optimization heuristi used to
allo ate new links and routers, in the fa e of exponentially
growing traÆ .

8. SOME OPEN PROBLEMS
Great new areas are full of open problems (or, more likely,
no area an get o the ground until a slew of ool and hallenging open problems attra ts the attention of smart, ambitious resear hers). To re apitulate, here are the ones proposed in this talk:





Is there a polynomial algorithm for omputing a Nash
equilibrium in a 2-person game? For n  3 players? A
polynomial-time approximation s heme?
Ditto for a market equilibrium. Is there a PTAS for
integer markets whose exponent does not involve the
number of goods?
Develop a reasonably faithful game-theoreti model of
Internet ongestion ontrol for whi h (an approximation of) TCP/IP is a Nash equilibrium. Alternatively,
develop a risp notion of equilibrium appropriate for
games modeling the Internet.

9.



Is there a polynomial algorithm for determining, given
a network, a traÆ matrix, and node apa ities, whether
there is a ow in the game's ore? More interestingly,
under what ir umstan es ( onditions relating onne tivity, apa ities and traÆ matrix) is su h a ow guaranteed to exist?



What is the pri e of the Internet ar hite ture? (See
Se tion 4.)



Develop a graph generation model for the world-wide
web, plausibly apturing key aspe ts at a primitive
level (my onje ture: its e onomi aspe ts are indispensible), that predi ts theoreti ally the observed hara teristi s of the web graph.



Show that a parti ular simple lo al improvement heuristi for network design in the fa e of in reasing ow demands results in heavy tails in node degrees, if driven
by exponentially in reasing ow demands.
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